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I. Introduction 

Video compression is the blend of two words video and 

compression. Video implies the arrangement of still pictures 

and compression intends to diminish the excess present inside 

the video without decreasing the nature of the first video. 

Uncompressed video is made from the advanced camera. 

These recordings required a lot of transfer speed. To lessen the 

data transmission and capacity limits we require video 

compression. Lossless and lossy are the two orders of video 

compression. In Lossless compression technique no 

information is misfortune however compression proportion is 

low. Loss less compression is also known as entropy coding. 

Lossless compression technique is Run length encoding, 

Huffman, LZW and DPCM etc. In Lossy compression method 

some amount of information may be lost but compression ratio 

is high [1][2]. To build the capacity limits with insignificant 

corruption of picture quality, video compression DVD utilizes 

MPEG-2 video coding position [3]. The operating principle of 

video compression is based on Block Matching Algorithm 

(BMA). BMA partitions the objective casing into number of 

lattice piece. By utilizing the BMA, Closeness between the 

two edges are found. A few squares coordinating calculations 

are accessible such as Adaptive rood pattern search (ARPS), 

Four step search (4SS), Exhaustive search (ES), Diamond 

search (DS), Three step search (TSS),New three step search 

(NTSS), Simple and Efficient TSS (SES). one of these 

calculations ARPS can take less time when contrasted with 

others calculations [8][10]. Presently a day, video is packed 

with the assistance of discrete cosine transform (DCT) and 

discrete wavelet transforms technique (DWT). DCT requires 

less amount of power and some data may be lost, but DWT 

provides good compression ratio and it is suitable for video 

compression. A noisy image removed by using discrete 

wavelet transforms technique [1][2]. Wavelet transformed is 

the most important element of Set Partitioning In Hierarchical 

Trees (SPIHT). SPIHT has more merits as contrasted with 

other compression techniques. High peak signal to noise ratio 

and high compression ratio is achieved by using SPIHT [1]. 

We are comparing the various block matching algorithms in 

terms of peak signal to noise ratio, compression ratio and time. 

Our  paper is divided into 8  sections, which are   segment II- 

Methodology,  segment III- provides SPIHT, segment IV- 

STW, segment V -ARPS, segment VI- execution parameters, 

segment VII -deal result and analysis and segment VIII-

conclusion followed by References. 

II. Methodology 

We are exhibiting a paper on the SPIHT, STW and Block 

Matching Algorithms. Video is making from the mix of 

medicinal picture groupings. Then convert the video into 

frames. The 1
st
 frame is without blunder which is specifically 

connected to the SPIHT/STW. Correlation between 1
st
 and 2

nd
 

frame exist, it is applied to the motion estimation block. 

Motion estimation technique gives motion vector. Motion 

vector is calculating from fig2. Block matching technique is 

used for motion estimation. 

 

Fig 1. Compressed frame. 

From figure1, in target and reference frame some macro 

blocks are similar. These similar macro blocks are subtracted 

from the Target frame. This reduces the temporal redundancy 

present inside the video and frame compression is achieved. In 

the receiver side this process is reversed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Our paper is divided into two parts compression technique and block matching 

algorithms. Set Partitioning in Hierarchal Trees (SPIHT) and Spatial orientation tree 

Wavelet (STW ) are Compression technique and Adaptive Rood Pattern Search is a block 

matching algorithm. Usually medical images are generated from different –different 

image diagnostic centers. For fast transmission, reception and to reduce the storage 

capacities we do compression with better picture quality. SPIHT and STW are compared 

in terms of Compression ratio (CR) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) .For better 

Compression Ratio and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio we used STW and SPIHT 

respectively. ARPS  consumed less Time among all other existing algorithms.                                                                                  
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Fig2. Motion Vector 

III. Set Partitioning in Hierarchal Trees (SPIHT) 

 

Fig 3. Set Partitioning in Hierarchal Trees 

Set Partitioning in Hierarchal Trees (SPIHT) is a lossless 

compression technique. It is familiar by "Pearlman and Said" 

in 1996.  SPIHT is an advanced version of Embedded Zero 

tree wavelet (EZW). The Features of SPIHT are following:- 

i) It is a lossless compression technique. 

ii) It gives high PSNR and CR with better image quality. 

iii) It performed fast encoding and decoding. 

iv) It is a simple quantization algorithm. 

v) It gives the embedded coded files.   

Working Principle of SPIHT is based on:- 

i) Ordered the coefficient by consequence and 

ii) Alienating the suggestive bit first 
 

Fig 4. Shorting pass 

From figure 5 SPIHT uses three passes: - Significant 

Pixel pass, Insignificant set Pass and Insignificant Pixel pass. 

It keeps three lists: - List Significant Pixel, List insignificant 

pixel and Significant pixel set. The pixel qualities are looked 

at certain limit. On the off chance that pixel qualities are over 

this edge then it is called LSP. On the off chance that pixel 

qualities are underneath this limit then it is called LIP and 

pixel qualities are like this edge then it is called LIS .For each 

threshold SPIHT uses Shorting and refinement pass[1][2] [7] 

[10]. 

 

IV. Spatial Orientation Tree Wavelet (STW) 

STW depends on state move modular. Starting with one 

limit then onto the next the areas of changed qualities 

experience state moves. State moves modular permit the STW 

to lessen the quantity of bits required for encoding. The 

contrast in the middle of SPIHT and STW is that SPIHT is 

more cautious in its association of coding yield. The contrast 

in the middle of STW and EZW is that STW utilizes an 

alternate way to deal with encoding the zero tree data [2]. 
 

Fig5. Spatial Orientation Tree  [2] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6. Block Diagram of purposed method of encoder side. 

V. Adaptive Rood Pattern Search 

ARPS is a block matching algorithm. It performed the 

searching in two steps:- 

i) Initial search 

ii) Refined local search 

At the beginning of each macro block it performed the 

initial search then refined local search to avoid unessential 

mean search. For each MB sizes are judged robust. Initial 

search uses adaptive design and refined local search applied 

unit size pattern. This procedure is repeated to find the closing 

motion vector. ARPS is found the best similar block in that 

area where high probability block are similar [6] [9]. 
 

Fig 7. Adaptive Rood Pattern Search [6] 
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From figure 7 predicted vectors is (-3, 5). Step size is set 

S= Max (|X|, |Y|) where X and Y are the co-ordinate of x and 

y axis. Step size S = MAX (|-3|, |5|) then S= 5. The merit of 

ARPS as compared to Diamond search is that if predicted 

motion vector is  (0, 0) then it performed SDLP but Diamond 

search first uses LDSP then SDLP. 

VI.Execution Parameters 

In all images following performance parameters are 

used:- 

i)  Mean Squre Error (Mse) 

MSE=    (1)                             

Where           = original image    

                       = compressed image  

                     Q = dimensions of the images. 

In the image error will be low when the value of MSE is low. 

(ii) Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) 

 MAD =   (2) 

(iii)Peak Signal To Noise Ratio (Psnr) 

        PSNR =                                 (3) 

From equation (3) we observed that PEAK SIGNAL TO 

NOISE RATIO (PSNR) is inversely proportional to the 

MEAN SQURE ERROR (MSE) i.e. higher value of PSNR can 

be achieved by decreasing the value of MSE. 

(iv)  Compression Ratio (Cr) 

   CR =                                                                                (4) 

Where                = original image size                              

                          = compressed image size. 

VII. Result and Analysis 

Medical images has taken from the “Image diagnostic 

centre BHILAI” and medical video is created from these 

medical images by using MATLAB (2012 a).The dimensional 

size of MRI images are 512 x 512. 

Original MRI image sequences 

 

         1               2                 3                  4                 5 

 

Compressed MRI image sequences 

 

        1                   2                 3                    4             5 

Fig8. MRI image sequence 

This examination is performed on more than 300 medical 

pictures by utilizing SPIHT, STW and blocks matching 

algorithms. They are compared in terms of Compression ratio 

and Peak signal to noise ratio. Block matching algorithms are 

Adaptive rood pattern search. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. CR of MRI Image Sequences 

Image Sequences Compression Ratio (CR) 

SPIHT+ARPS STW+ARPS 

1 3.17 4.42 

2 2.95 4.7 

3 2.9 3.29 

4 3.22 3.67 

5 3.36 4.84 

Average 3.12 4.184 

Table 2.  PSNR of MRI Image Sequences 

Image Sequences PSNR (dB) 

SPIHT+ARPS STW+ARPS 

1 77.15 64.48 

2 64.63 66.5 

3 72.99 70.23 

4 71.28 70 

5 73.39 73.82 

Average 71.888 69.006 

From Table 1 average  Compression Ratio of SPIHT and 

STW are 3.12 and 4.184 respectively. From Table 2 Average 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio of SPIHT and STW are 71.888 and 

69.006 respectively.ARPS is a less time consuming Block 

matching algorithm. It take only 4.43 minutes to exectute the 

whole process.  

VIII.  Conclusion and future sope 

Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) and Spatial 

orientation tree Wavelet (STW) is a lossless compression 

method. It uses wavelet coefficient to produce high PSNR and 

high CR. In this paper we are implemented and compared 

SPIHT and STW with ARPS  blocks matching algorithms. 

From result and analysis it  is cleared  that  for Compression 

Ratio we use Spatial orientation tree Wavelet (STW) and for 

PSNR we use Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT). 

In future, we can improve the Compression ratio upto >5 and 

PSNR  upto > 80 dB. 
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